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These themes characterise our work

Our claim
Since its foundation in 1976, the HEGLA Group’s successful development has been characterised by offering 
services to customers on a partnership basis. It is our aim to work closely with our customers through 
comprehensive, competent and personal collaboration, seeking always to implement the best solution for them.

HEGLA – always there for you
Customer closeness – at HEGLA this is more than just a promise. Our company philosophy focuses consciously 
on personal and immediate support and advice for our customers. 

Customer satisfaction is our benchmark
The satisfaction of our customers is our main focus. We see ourselves not simply as manufacturers but 
principally as service providers. Together we identify needs and develop solution proposals. 

We demonstrate quality on a daily basis
Our employees are motivated by a constant desire for improvement. Their commitment, experience 
and competence give new impetus every day to our high quality standards. The DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 
certifi cation for our parent plant in Beverungen together with the high quality of our products affi rm that we 
function well as an organisation.

Maintenance and service
HEGLA Wartung und Service is your competent after-sales partner, bringing 
you qualifi ed, fast and reliable service to provide you with the certainty you 
need for success every day. 

A shared future
We rely on the performance and innovative strength of our medium-sized 
company structure. We combine six challenging qualities with our working 
methods: competency, innovation, fl exibility, quality consciousness, 
commitment and cost consciousness. 

These qualities form the basis of our work every day and are the key to our 
success, based on customer trust.
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Welcome

Welcome to HEGLA.

 ■ Space-saving storage and provisioning solutions 
for glass

 ■ Loading solutions for all requirements

 ■ Automatic Shuttle-Storage – a shuttle storage 
system that meets the highest standards

 ■ High performance for fl oat glass cutting lines

 ■ Automated breaking of fl oat glass

 ■ High performance for laminated glass 
cutting lines

 ■ Combined cutting solutions for fl oat glass and LSG

 ■ LSG cutting models with Shape

 ■ Residual glass handling that sets standards

 ■ SortJet for online production

 ■ SortJet for offl ine production

 ■ Rapidline – cutting system for fl oat glass

 ■ Rapidloader fl oor loading system 

 ■ Rapidstore shuttle storage

 ■ Float glass cutting in stand-alone format

 ■ Hand-in-hand insulating glass production

 ■ Robotics technology and the use of robots

 ■ Contact addresses

Come with us to dip into the world of fl at glass processing, sorting and automation. The next few pages 
will give you an overview of our product range, machines and systems. Our claim is that, working with 
you, we can fi nd the best possible solutions to achieve your success.

Your satisfaction is our motivation. Talk to us about your current projects or about your vision for glass 
processing in the future.
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Space-saving storage and provisioning solutions for glass

Minimal space requirement, solid construction and maximum functional safety are the quality benchmarks 
which best describe our compact storage. The moveable shelves are next to each other to save space. A 
loading gap can be opened either automatically or manually.

Automated and manual compact storage for glass

With its compact design and fl at suction frame, the Compact Loader is the ideal feeding device for low halls or 
restricted storage areas. If used in combination with automated compact storage or fi xed racks, a wide range 
of products can be stored in a small space and still be easily accessible. 

Compact Loader 
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Loading solutions for all requirements

PBD gantry loading system
The gantry loading system can pick up a variety of glass formats directly from automated compact storage 
systems and from fi xed or interior loading frames. Designed to cope with large loads and high speeds, the 
system ensures the material fl ow to one or more cutting devices. The space-optimised construction of the 
suction frame allows it to have a minimal loading gap which contributes to space-saving storage.

Shuttle-Storage – a storage system that meets the highest standards

With the shuttle storage system you can move loaded glass frames directly to their transfer position on the 
cutting line, thereby reducing the distance and time expenditure on your loading system for a defi ned range of 
glass. Separate transport and loading processes enhance the capacity of the storage area. The storage racks 
can be loaded while the cutting process is in operation.
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High Performance for fl oat glass-cutting lines

The contactless electromagnetic linear drives are low-wear and low maintenance. The technology 
promises high accuracy and cutting speed in performance.

Fully automated, high acceleration and movement dynamics 
are perfectly combined in the Galactic.

The Galactic is fi tted as standard with linear drive technology, 
making it the most advanced cutting system which is more 
than adequate to meet even the highest standards.

Galactic

Pioneering linear drives
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High performance for fl oat glass cutting lines

Optimax series cutting systems are designed for cutting high-quality, high-quantity geometric shapes and 
models using automated line-cutting. 

Optimax / Optimax Plus

Automate your breaking process for fl oat glass and ornamental glass with the STB II breaking station. By 
adding a second station and the Tracon turning station (or alternatively a corner transfer unit) you can also 
break your Y cuts in a system-controlled process. Electro-mechanical break-out bars ensure appropriate power 
transmission even for different thicknesses of glass.  
break your Y cuts in a system-controlled process. Electro-mechanical break-out bars ensure appropriate power 
transmission even for different thicknesses of glass. 

Automated breaking station
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High performance for laminated glass cutting lines

With its high level of precision and automation 
and the fl exibility of its universal application, 
the ProLam has become a popular choice for 
cutting laminated safety glass.  

It can be used with an automatic loading 
system as part of a line network or as a 
stand-alone solution with a tilting table. The 
ProLam is the way to make sure that your 
cutting system is ready to cope with growing 
future demand and you can also benefi t 
right away from the functional safety of its 
sophisticated technology.

ProLam 

The AdvaLam‘s automated processing handles 
regular X and Y cuts without the need for 
an operator. 

Its strengths can be amply demonstrated if it is 
installed as part of an integrated system (with 
a ProLam, for example). The X sheets are then 
automatically de-coated and cut to size and 
the glass prepared in a short space of time for 
downstream processing.

AdvaLam
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Combined cutting solutions for fl oat glass and LSG  

ProLam Kombi

Extend your range of services with ProLam Shape and AdvaLam Shape. 

Their rotary-driven cutting heads scribe free shapes and models synchronously, automatically and exactly 
according to specifi cation, giving you new freedom in cutting laminated safety glass.

LSG cutting models with Shape

The ProLam Kombi is the fl exible 
solution for high-speed cutting of 
laminated safety glass and safety 
glass in one system. 

Choose the ProLam for its precision 
and cutting speed and because its 
extra fl oat cutting bridge and break-
out bars cover almost the entire 
spectrum of fl at glass cutting.  
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Residual glass handling that sets standards

Reduce your cutting costs and 
say goodbye to glass damage and 
interruptions caused by manual 
handling.  

The ReMaster stores your valuable off-
cuts above the cutting unit until it can 
be best re-used for further cutting. Each 
piece of glass which is required for 
reuse is then fed back into the cutting 
line ready for further processing.  

ReMaster

Situated in the unused space above the cutting unit, the ReMaster can be fi tted into almost any 
hall without taking up extra space. For working with both laminated safety glass and fl oat glass 
on either existing system constellations or systems still to be planned, the ReMaster can be 
integrated into almost any cutting operation – immediately or in a later expansion phase.

Residual glass handling that suits both fl oat glass and LSG.
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SortJet for online production

Directly from cutting to the insulating glass line
With the SortJet for online production you can move your glass directly from the cutting process to the 
insulating glass line. 

With a combination of ingenious modules perfectly tailored to your requirements the sheets of glass are fi rst 
fed into the SortJet storage unit in chaotic cut-optimised sequence where they are buffered. At precisely-
timed intervals and in the required sequence and alignment the sheets of glass required for one unit are 
transferred to the line – undamaged and continuously. Optimisation software used in conjunction with the 
SortJet dynamic storage unit can realise in-depth cost-reduction potential.

This applies to the installation or swivel conveyor, double transfer wall and single or double input shuttle. The 
SortJet is precisely tailored to your production requirements and automates the processes between your 
cutting procedure and the LG line. No more missing sheets or damage caused by manual handling.
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SortJet for offl ine production

Continuous preparation of glass for downstream processes
With the Sortjet for offl ine production you can best organise your glass transfer to the IG line or to another 
station even where space is limited or where there are multi-stage processes. The glass is fi rst buffered in the 
dynamic interim storage system in the chaotic cut-optimised sequence. Depending on the requirements of the 
downstream production process the sheets of glass are then automatically sorted in the correct orientation 
and sequence into the waiting compartment carriages. 

The compartment carriages are moved either automatically or manually by an operator to the IG line or for 
edge processing, for example. The glass is removed by a glass infeed either sequentially (i.e. in sequence of 
sorted sheets) or randomly. At the same time a shuttle moves from the waiting compartment carriage and 
can access every sheet of glass.
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Rapidline and fl oor loading system Rapidloader

A special combination of clearly 
defi ned performance and 
low-maintenance linear drive 
technology make Rapidline the 
popular choice as a cutting system 
for fl at glass. 

For entry into the automated 
cutting system, production peaks 
or special orders. This universal 
cutting system is acclaimed for its 
precision, speed and acceleration.

Rapidline – universal cutting system for fl oat glass

The Rapidloader can load a cutting system of up to ten rack positions swiftly, safely and at precisely-timed 
intervals. It can be installed in almost any building with only the slightest requirement in terms of the height 
of the hall. The Rapidloader is the ideal solution for cutting projects with a clearly-defi ned range of glass. The 
fl oor loading system can be supplied in either a stationary or a moveable version. 

Rapidloader fl oor loading system
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Shuttle-Storage and Stand-Alone systems

Rapidstore shuttle storage
With Rapidstore you can increase 
your glass storage and the range 
of glass accessible to your fl oor 
loading system.

The glass is held in readiness in 
the space-saving storage racks. 
In response to a request from the 
cutting system, the shuttle picks up 
a frame loaded with unmixed glass 
types and transports it to a loading 
system removal point; 
e.g. a Rapidloader.  

Rapidcut KT
Never before have the precision 
of linear drive technology, the 
advantages of an integral tilting 
table and low-maintenance 
technology been combined in 
such a compact form.  

Ideal for special, one-off and 
project cutting of fl oat and 
ornamental glass.

Float glass cutting in stand-alone format
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Compatible. Insulating glass lines for every requirement.

Hand-in-hand insulating glass production
Our solutions for cutting and sorting fl at glass work extremely well with Bystronic glass‘s solutions for the 
manufacture of insulating glass.  

The benefi t to you: You have one contact and can benefi t from the years of experience of two sector 
professionals at the same time.professionals at the same time.

B’COMFORT

The start-up solution in automated 
insulating glass production

B’VARIO

The system solution for I.G. with 
all kind of spacers

B’SPEED

The new benchmark in the 
fi eld of triple and quadruple I.G. 
manufacturing

B’JUMBO

The system solution for 
maximum requirements
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Robotics technology and the use of robots

High speeds, extreme resilience and constant capacity make the application 
of robotics technology interesting for processes which would tax human 
operators or where the risk of injury is signifi cant.

Robots particularly come into their own when series and standard applications 
are used in production. Mobile solutions extend the spectrum.

HEGLA 
Industriering 5
D-06712 Kretzschau
Phone: +49 (0) 3 44 25 / 5 01-0
Fax: +49 (0) 3 44 25 / 5 01-29
E-mail: info@hegla.de

HEGLA 
Industriestraße 27
D-74589 Satteldorf
Phone: +49 (0) 79 51 / 94 35-0
Fax +49 (0) 79 51 / 94 35-50
E-mail: info@hegla.de

HEGLA 
Industriestraße 21
D-37688 Beverungen
Phone: +49 (0) 52 73 / 9 05-0
Fax: +49 (0) 52 73 / 9 05-2 55
E-mail: info@hegla.de

HEGLA Corp.
277 Southfi eld Pkwy. Suite 170
Forest Park · GA 30297
Phone: +1 404 763 9700
Fax: +1 404 763 0901
E-mail: info@heglacorp.com

HEGLA France
Zone les Terrasses de la Sarre
4, Terrasse de Bretagne
57400 Sarrebourg
Phone:  +33 (0) 3 88 / 91 01 01
Fax: +33 (0) 3  88 / 91 05 05
E-mail: hegla.france@heglafrance.com

HEGLA Machinery (UK) Ltd.
11 Cochran Close · Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire · MK8 0AJ 
Phone: +44 (0) 19 08 / 26 19 33
Fax: +44 (0) 19 08 / 26 19 50 
E-mail: info@hegla.co.uk

HEGLA Trading & Service GmbH
Branch Offi ce India,
44, Veerabadran Street, Nungambakkam
Chennai 600034, India
Phone: +91 80 56 13 31 13
E-mail: naresh.kumar@hegla.in

HEGLA Trading & Service GmbH
Representative Offi ce Russia
8/1, Bibirevskaja str. Offi ce 401
Moscow, 127549, Russian Federation
Phone: +7 (495) 724 27 09
E-mail: hegla.rus@gmail.com

www.hegla.de
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Special tools make it possible to remove all types of coated glass with a 
„combing through“ movement. Various sizes of suction frame are used 
alternately for different sizes of glass. The risk of damage is reduced to 
a minimum by precisely defi ned procedures and processes.

High Performance in Glass Cutting and Handling
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